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1: How to Make a Wolf Mask | Our Pastimes
Children enjoy playing make-believe with masks, especially if they have made the masks themselves. With two paper
plates and some other art supplies, kids can make their own wolf masks.

Here are a few ideas that can help you as you begin designing a wolf mask. Design your own wolf mask using
a program like Photoshop. You can draw a terrific mask using the pen or pencil tool. If you have the Eyecandy
Fur Filter plugin made by Alien Skin Software , you can add one of many types of fur to your mask. Add other
elements as you like and then print it in the size that you need. Remember to set the proper dimensions that
you want when you first open a new document. Alternatively, find a mask design online that you like. You can
print the mask you select from an online gallery and then cut it out. Glue it on to a thicker material, such as a
poster board. Add a nose and fake fur with glue. Punch holes in the sides of the mask and attach a string to go
around the head and ears. Another way to create a wolf mask is to use fabric. If you can sew just a little, you
can create a pattern for a mask then cut it out and hem the edges. Sew on ears and a nose. You can buy fake
noses, fur and other related accessories at many crafts and novelty stores. Buy a plastic mask, even of
something else entirely, and use it as a foundation to make your wolf mask. You can glue on ears, fur and a
nose. Alter the mask as much as you like to achieve a final product that fits your particular vision for what you
want. This is also a fun actively for children to get involved in, as it allows them to get really creative and
have fun. Later, he taught history and humanities. Ketchum is experienced in 2D and 3D graphic programs,
including Photoshop, Poser and Hexagon and primarily writes on these topics. He is a contributor to sites like
Renderosity and Animotions.
2: Wolf Mask | International Wolf Center
Buy a plastic mask, even of something else entirely, and use it as a foundation to make your wolf mask. You can glue on
ears, fur and a nose. Alter the mask as much as you like to achieve a final product that fits your particular vision for what
you want.

3: DIY Geometric Paper Masks That You Can Print Out At Home | Bored Panda
To make wolf mask is very simple. Mask making process won't take more than hours, as well as won't demand any
special skills and materials. Download paper mask template, print, cut out and stick together appropriate elements.

4: Printable Wolf Mask
Carnaval last minute DIY wolf mask tutorial, wool felt wolf mask, oh my handmade Find this Pin and more on Projects to
Try by Becca Gaspari. Free templates and tutorials for making felt animal masks.

5: How to Make a Plaster Mask (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Fall-Off-The-Bone Ribs - Baby Back Bbq Ribs - Oven or Grill - Duration: Jenny Can Cook Recommended for you.

6: Let Them Howl! DIY Wolf Mask Tutorial â€“ Oh My! Handmade
Wolf Mask Tail by oppositeoffar on Etsy. Find this Pin and more on dress up box by Nichole Brighoff. here is an idea for
how to make Treys Halloween mask in felt Es gibt endlose Geschichten kann, die ihr Wolf, mit dieser Maske + Schwanz
gesetzt sagen, darunter The Three Little Pigs und Little Red Riding Hood.

7: Moving Mouth Mask | eBay
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Be creative and make your mask a unique, personal creation with colors or crafts. Adult Wolf Mask (small) (Perfect for a
small child pretending to be an adult wolf).

8: How to Make a Paper Wolf Mask | How To Adult
To make the masks I used her printable paper mask that can be found here on her beautiful blog!** Gather your
supplies! You will need shades of white/grey/black felt-I used 12Ã—18 sheets of gorgeous merino wool blend felt from
Benzie Design in black, graphite, smoke, silver & parchment.

9: Wolf Mask Craft
Free Printable Wolf Mask Template The Little Red Riding Hood was always one of Engage in some dramatic play with
this fun and free printable wolf mask template! Print out your very own wolf mask - perfect for kids to play with or adults
to goof around.
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